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      Instructions 

1. All Questions are compulsory 

2. Question paper consists of 30 MCQ type questions carrying 1 marks each.  

 
 

Q:1 _______________  in C++ have predefined meanings to compiler. 

a. Tokens      b. Keywords    

c. Variable      d. Constant 

Q:2  A ________ is group of  characters that logically belong together. 

a. Tokens      b. Keywords    

c. Variable      d. Constant 

Q:3  ___________ are data items that never change their value during the programming execution. 

a. Tokens      b. Keywords    

c. Variable      d. Constant 

Q:4  _____________ programming takes on the top-down approach. 

a. Procedural      b. Object Oriented   

c. Structured      d. None of these 

Q:5  A building blocks of a program are known as ____________ 

a. Tokens      b. Keywords    

c. Variables      d. Constants 

Q:6  Reserved Memory locations to store values is called ______________ 

a. Array       b. Keywords    



c. Variable      d. Function 

Q:7  __________ symbols that tells the compiler to perform the specific mathematical or logical 

manipulations. 

a. Operand      b. Expression    

c. Operator      d. None of these 

Q:8  _______________ literals are enclosed in single quotes 

a. String       b. Integer    

c. Float       d. Character 

Q:9  Which of the following is not a data type in C++? 

a. float       b. int     

c. string       d. . None of these 

Q:10 Which of the following is not a relational operator in C++? 

a. =       b. >     

c. ==       d. != 

Q:11 Which of the following symbol is used for ternary operator? 

a. ? ?       b. : ?     

c. ? :       d. All of these 

Q:12 Which of the following is a Branching Statement? 

a. while       b. do while    

c. break       d. if else 

Q:13. Which of the following loop is a post-test loop in C++? 

a. for loop      b. while loop    

c. do while loop     d. None of these 

Q:14 ________ statements allow us altering the flow of program by performing jump to specific 

location defined by a label. 

a. goto       b. break    

c. while       d. None of these 

Q:15 ________ is a multi-way control statement that is used for decision making purpose. 

a. for loop      b. switch case   



c. do while      d. while 

Q:16 In which loop, condition is tested before the body of the loop? 

a. while loop      b. for loop    

c. Both a and b      d. None of these 

Q:17 Which of the following functions are unformatted string input/output functions? 

a. gets(), puts()      b. getstring(), putstring()  

c. scanf(), printf()     d. getw(), putw() 

Q:18 Those statements which are used to control the execution flow of a program 

          are called __________________? 

a. Grouped Statements    b. Compound Statements  

c. Control Statements     d. None of these  

Q:19 A function is a __________ that together perform a task. 

a. Group of Statements    b. Single Statement   

c. Control Statement     d. None of these 

Q:20 ____________ keyword makes the variable value stable 

a. extern      b. auto    

c. register      d. static 

Q:21 Variables that are declared inside a function or block are __________ 

a. Local Variables     b. Global Variables   

c. Both a and b      d. None of these 

Q:22 _____________ is the default data type of the value the function returns. 

a. int       b. float    

c. void       d. char 

Q:23 A function ______________ provides the actual body of the function. 

a. statements      d. definition    

c. declaration      d. prototype 

Q:24 The _________ method of passing arguments to a function copies the references of an actual 

argument into the formal parameters. 

a. Call by Value      b. Call by Reference   



c. Both a and b      d. None of these 

Q:25 Which of the following symbols are used to denote array in C++? 

a. ( )       b. [ ]     

c. { }       d. None of these 

Q:26 _______________ is a set of values of same data type. 

a. function      b. array    

c. structure      d. class 

Q:27 Index value of array always begins with ______________ 

a. 0       b. 1     

c. -1       d. Any value 

Q:28 __________ is an array having a single index value to represent array element. 

a. One-dim array     b. Two-dim array   

c. Three-dim array     d. None of these 

Q:29 Array ___________ is same as the index. 

a. Lower-Bound     b. Upper-Bound   

c. Subscript      d. None of these 

Q:30 An element in 2-dimensional array is accessed using the _____________ 

a. One Index Value     b. Two-Index Values   

c. Three-Index Values     d. No index value 


